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8.5

Great subject and a good crop. Eye is in the rule 

of thirds position and is tack sharp. Face is well 

lit while other parts of the bird fall into the 

shadows which works well. I am noticing some 

halo around the subject which may indicate 

oversharpening.





7.5

The mission is such a wonderful subject and the 

photographer has chosen to highlight the 

achitecture. This could be a really dynamic image 

if there was a focul point at the end of the 

hallway. This is a difficult image due to the 

contrast in light.





8.5

Beautiful soft image. I like that we can clearly see 

the stamen in the center of the rose. The leaves 

at the bottom are a little distracting to my eye 

and if this were my image I would clone them 

out.





6.5

This image tells a sweet story of a nice outing. 

The butterfly looks fairly sharp and we can see 

they are at the Botanic Garden. It does look more 

like a quick snap that an carefully composed 

image. I would crop in a little closer and 

eliminate some of the image on the right.





6

Bats are fascinating creatures but this image 

makes me a little sad. If we call ourselves nature 

photographers we don't really want to alter the 

animals natural behaviors. I don't know the 

context here and it might be a demonstration of 

some sort. More of a documentary image.





8.5

Beautiful and powerful image showing the fury of 

the ocean. Nice long exposure. Great light owing 

to the time of day. I would like to see the rocks 

brought out of the shadows a little bit.





9

We feel the movement and energy in this image. 

The power of the waves and the concentration of 

the surfer. If there is more image to back up a 

little and include a more of the following wave 

this could be in a surf magazine.





8

This is a wonderful subject and absolutely 

beautiful light. The only issue, it feels a little out 

of focus. The photographer may have intended 

that to impart a more painterly feel.





7

So exciting to see and photograph puffins. I 

expect most of us have not. This is a great 

portrait of a wonderful bird. The feather detail is 

missing around the eye due to highlights being 

blown out. You may be able to bring the detail 

back in Lightroom.





7

Nice subject with good bold color. I think 

cropping quite a bit more would help keep our 

eyes on the subject. The bright link in the 

bottom of the frame draws our eyes downward





7

This is a favorite subject of mine and difficult to 

photograph. I love the concept. If possible lower 

your perspective a little bit to get the green 

wholly behind the subject. 





8

Great subject, this guy is deep in thought 

munching on his greens. He is really sharp and 

really expressive. I like the placement of him in 

the frame. My guess is the maker of this image 

used the brush tool to darken the background 

thereby leaving a little halo around the animal. 

Another technique to use is darken the entire 

image and then lift the shadows. 





9

I've seen this shipwreck and wondered how the 

photographer managed an image with no people 

in front of it. Perhaps a long exposure. Well 

done. Perfect little sun starburst at the edge of 

the wreck. Great mood.





7

These liquid amber seed. do look like the mouth 

of a snake. Humerous.





7

Difficult to photograph with such contrast in 

light. Wonderful subject with the feathers being 

fluffed a bit. Maybe adjust the dontrast down just 

a bit .





8.5

Beautfully sharp freeze action of the 

hummingbird. beautiful light on the bird. Try to 

crop or clone out the leaves lower right. to bring 

our eye back in.





6.5

Interesting use of selective color. 





7.5

Backlighting works well. Love the diagonal 

placement of the branch. Perhaps bring the 

exposure down just a bit for a little more drama.





9

Stunning image, great placment of the trees 

bottom right balanced out with the trees middle 

left. this image flows. well with an almost S 

curve.





8.5

Iconic image. love the blues against the 

crumbling architecture. A little movement of the 

priest, keeps this image from being static. A little 

more of his shadow would be great if it's in the 

original crop.





8.5

Wonderful exposure of the bird. Happily, the 

whole reflection is captured in this image. Even a 

little reflection of the water on the bird's 

feathers. Well done. 





7.5

Magnolias are beautiful and not hard to see why 

it's the focus of this image. Beautiful color and 

detail in the petals. Focus is a little soft but 

perhaps intentional because it adds to the 

softness of the photograph. My only suggestion 

would be to move my feet until I found a 

composition to eliminate the large expanse of 

white bottom right that competes with the 

subject.





7.5

Birds of Paradise are such iconc subject and this 

image makes full use of the color and contrast. I 

would clone out where a couple of leaves are 

damaged reflecting the light.





9

Absolutely beautiful image a curlew (?) 

attempting to land. Gorgeous light, wings up, 

sharp eye. Placement in the frame and 

background soft and noncompeting.





9

Beautiful color. wonderful background bokeh. 

Nice diagonal composition. The maker has 

aligned themself along the plane of the subject 

keeping it in focus. Perfectly exposed.





8.5

Poor fishy. The maker of this image has 

wonderfully shown the power of the osprey. Nice 

perspective of the osprey flying by toward us. 

Even the fish has a great pose. Very dramatic 





7.5

Pretty picture of an often ellusive bird. Pose is 

nice. Focus is a little soft and the backgound a 

little busy. It's not easy asking the bird to move 

though so nicely done.





8.5

Wonderful tones in this image and an unusual 

pose. Nicely exposed, great diagonal 

composition. I might desaturate the brown upper 

left to possibly add a little more drama.





7.5

Sweet closeup crop of this beautiful animal. 

Including the harness helps us with the story. 

Highlights are a little harsh top right.





8.5

Barns are such great subjects and this one is no 

exception. I like the low perspective so the grass 

partially covers the bottom of the barn. Helps us 

understand the surroundings better. I would like 

to see jst a bit more landscape on the left. 

Wonderfully exposed and processed. Could be a 

painting.





8.5

Great detail from foreground to backgound. 

Beautiful light in the sky. Nice placement of the 

building in the frame.
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7.5

Dramatic sky, nice leading lines. Photographer 

has processed to look more like a painting. It 

would look wonderful on a wall although there is 

no clear focal point.





8

neat structure, wonderful tones. The sky is 

dramatic. An unusual perspective that givves a 

"dutch angle" vibe. 





8.5

Creative use of the ball. nice tones. focus is 

great. I like that we can see the source of the 

bubbles in the background.





8

Nice composition. Difficult to photograph snow 

on a sunny day.  Nice using the row of trees as 

leaning lines. 





9

Nice wide angle composition. Good choice to 

include that dramatic sky in the image. The sky 

seems to give more power to the locomotive. 

Nicely done.





7.5

Nice silhouette of the grebe. Photographer has 

exposed so that we can see the meal in the beak. 

I would lighten or crop the top to give a more 

uniform backgound. image appears a little 

underexposed





8

Nice long exposure gives movement to the 

image. People moving gives more flow. the 

bottom half of the image appears a little 

overexposed. 





8.5

Nice tones with a dramatic sky. The subject is 

positioned well in the image. The rolling hill 

backdrop helps to define the subject.





8

Nice story of a surfer at the wedge. Great pose 

and the surfboard adds to the story. 





7.5

Nice diagonals, great clouds. Lost some of the 

detail in the shadows. 





7.5

I see the face. What an interesting find. The eyes 

look a little bloodshot and his tongue is sticking 

out. I say no alcohol before posing. :-) Cute





9

Wonderful long exposure of a very busy bridge. 

Beautiful soft tones give this a painterly feel. 

Love the diagonal of the bridge. Great 

Composition. Well done.





7.5

Interesting abstract. Nice symmetry.





8

wonderful expression on this animal's face. Tiger 

is nicely exposed and the all-important eyes are 

sharp. Dark background isolates the subject.





7

Cute snap of a work cat. Tells the story of catlife

quite well. 





8

Nice panorama of this relatively unknown harbor. 

The overcast works well to tell the story of a 

sleepy harbor. Toning is nice. Birds in the 

background add to the overall image.
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8

Noise is exactly the emotion I feel viewing this 

image. The title aptly describes the picture. 





9

Subdued complementary colors. Great lines.





9

Reminds me of a Kaleidoscope I had as a child. 

Nicely done





7

Water reflections are always interesting and can 

often be abstract.





8

Colorful and I like the swirl at the bottom





8.5

Nice processing of a grain field. Abstract but can 

still see the image. Nicely done.





9

Yes! We all can tell the subject of this abstract. 

Nice long exposure.





7.5

This image evokes a feeling of smiling.





7.5

Clever photographer to see the potential in the 

subject.





8.5

Beautiful colors in this swirl. The square crop and 

centered image makes this work well





8.5

I feel hot viewing this image. Nice tones and 

color.





9

Clever processing makes me feel as though I 

going on a ride in the balloon.
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8.5

Looks a rather sweet cat to be coming from hell. 

I like the monochromatic feel to this.





7.5

Reflections make great images. Blue bottom left 

ia little distracting, change color or desaturate a 

bit.





9

Beautiful composite image. Well done. All the 

elements work well together. The light  of the 

moon perfectly reflecting on the windmill.





8.5

Great mood. Purple and yellow complementary 

colors work well in this image. It looks very 

inviting. I would crop out the bright leaves at the 

bottom of the frame.





8

Nice stained glass impression of a monarch 

butterfly. I like the little bit of purple on the 

bottom right.





8

Nice background Bokeh. Beautiful color on the 

swallowtail. 





8.5

Nice light, perfect exposure. I like the main swirl 

being in a diagonal.





9

Nice details in the stamen and petals. Could be a 

print in a botanical volume.





6.5

Nice color contrast.





7.5

Nice feel to a setting sun image.
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